
Since Cash on Delivery was published in March 2010, the ideas we pro-
posed have been embraced by presidents and ministers, by heads of public 
and private institutions, and by researchers and practitioners. The Education 
Ministry in Malawi sent us a letter asking for help creating a COD Aid 
program there, the British government has publicly committed to financ-
ing pilot experiences, and articles and essays have addressed COD Aid in a 
range of publications including The Economist, The New York Times, and 
Public Choice. In the debates that have ensued, we have learned even more 
about the Cash on Delivery Aid (COD Aid) approach and how significant a 
departure it could be from current aid practices.

One of the first things we learned is just what sets COD Aid apart from 
other results-based aid programs. While most results-based approaches 
focus on structuring incentives to change behavior in developing countries, 
COD Aid aims at changing the behavior of both funders and recipients. 
Results-based approaches that pay service providers for improving perfor-
mance, individuals for changing behaviors, or local governments for deliver-
ing particular services, have their merits and should continue to be explored; 
however, they are not geared to address constraints to development at the 
national level or to give recipient countries full flexibility to try interven-
tions or address policy issues outside the domain of the relevant sector min-
istry. They are also not meant to make the recipient government primarily 
accountable to its own citizens rather than to the outside donor. COD Aid 
does all of these things by transferring full ownership and responsibility 
over strategies to the recipient country.

Feedback on the book has also helped us clarify how COD Aid could 
transform the risks facing developing countries when they receive aid. 
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Currently, aid-dependent countries are vulnerable to changing priorities and domestic 
politics in funding countries and face considerable uncertainty over how much aid 
they will receive in any given year. By contrast, COD Aid legally binds funders to pay 
a fixed amount for each verified unit of progress. A clear enforceable contract with 
independent verification, as proposed in this book, means that the recipient country 
only assumes risks related to delivering outcomes. These risks are closely related to 
the country’s own efforts and are more responsive to its own actions—if not in any 
given year then certainly over the five or more years we recommend for a COD Aid 
contract. 

Discussions about “preconditions” for successful COD Aid agreements strength-
ened our conviction that the only true preconditions for this new approach are a good 
measure of progress and a credible way to verify it. We have heard a number of pro-
posals for such preconditions, but none seem particularly compelling. Requiring that 
recipients submit plans as a precondition would undermine the “hands-off” nature of 
the COD Aid agreement. It would perpetuate assumptions (despite substantial evi-
dence to the contrary) that joint planning can substitute for country ownership and 
that donor-sponsored planning, rather than country-driven experimenting, is the key 
to progress. Similarly, conditioning a contract on adequate financial controls assumes 
that it is better to control the use of funds by tracking where they go than to control 
the use of funds by verifying what they yield. Finally, waiting until countries have 
information systems in place is a recipe for delay when alternative approaches to mea-
suring progress are available. In short, the key features of COD Aid—defining the 
outcome indicator, the amount of the payment, the means of verification, and require-
ments for transparency—are the only real preconditions for COD Aid. Any further 
eligibility conditions are likely to undermine the restructuring of the accountability 
relationships or to simply delay implementation.

The limited number of preconditions for COD Aid may make it ideal for so-called 
fragile states, countries like Liberia after emerging from civil war or like Malawi after 
deposing its long-lived dictator. In some of these countries, strong positive leadership 
emerges, but in a context of weak public institutions. Budget support mechanisms 
cannot be applied fully because recognizable public expenditure frameworks are lack-
ing, and traditional aid projects bypass rather than strengthen public institutions. 
In such places, COD Aid might be ideal because it effectively controls the use of 
funds by verifying the progress it achieves rather than the inputs it buys. By working 
through the government, COD Aid arrangements strengthen public institutions and 
motivate politicians (and not just technocrats) to care about measuring the country’s 
progress against clear goals. In these ways, they could help generate the very change 
that we call development. 

Finally, we came to see that the amount that funders should offer to pay for each 
increment of progress is not necessarily linked to the input costs of achieving those 



gains, which are in any event difficult to assess ex ante in any particular country or 
setting. In principle, the amount should instead be based on how much funders value 
those outcomes. At the same time, funders justifiably want to get as much value as 
possible for limited aid budgets, and they will also want to avoid overpaying relative 
to the true costs. If the COD aid payments are comparable with the cost of progress 
through conventional aid, then they represent good value for money. To the extent 
they supplement conventional aid—providing an additional incentive for countries 
to use existing resources more efficiently or triggering helpful changes in political and 
bureaucratic arrangements—COD Aid payments can be lower than conventional aid 
that finances inputs at cost. Of course, ultimately no one knows how much it costs to 
alter institutions, reconfigure political bargains, or expand capacity in each service in 
each country. Such knowledge takes time and insight about local politics and insti-
tutions that is possible when funders focus less on inputs and more on outcomes, as 
envisioned in COD Aid. 

In essence, we are not arguing that COD Aid is worth trying because it creates a 
better incentive for recipient countries. We are arguing that it is worth trying because 
it creates a better relationship between funders and recipients. It would focus atten-
tion on the jointly desired outcome, on getting precise and reliable information about 
that outcome, and on directing funds in proportion to progress. Any variability in 
payments would result not from political and bureaucratic processes in the funding 
institutions, but from factors related to achieving progress that are more in the pur-
view of the developing country. COD Aid would change the structure of information 
reporting and payment triggers for both funders and recipients. Ultimately, it would 
invite the kind of institution building at the state level that is key to sustainable ser-
vice delivery and to development itself. 

While we were tempted to alter the book and respond to these issues in the main 
text, we have chosen to leave the text in its current form. The points we have offered 
in this preface are consistent with and emerge from the principles, analysis, findings, 
and proposals that you will find here. Readers who take the time to see how COD 
Aid could be applied to primary schooling will also be able to judge whether we have 
demonstrated the practicality of the approach. We expect to see a number of COD 
Aid programs in operation soon. That will be the time to write the next chapter.

Nancy Birdsall and William D. Savedoff
December 2010
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